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Requirements for automatic sleep spindle detection using artificial neural networks
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Abstract: This paper describes the requirements of
automatic sleep spindle detectors using artificial neural
networks. It turned out that beside signal parameters
other information concerning properties of spindles

non-REM sleep stages [4]. The human expert

should be used as input for optimal results.

with one channel and tries to find a distinct wave form.

INTRODUCTION

program would therefore be a great help for the experts
doing visual analysis, but much more essential is the

Analyzing sleep EEG is a very tedious task, because the
recorded sleep is documented on approximate 400m paper.
For the analysis of the macrostructure (sleep stages) and

recognition

task for the assignment of stage 2. Spindles also occtlr although less distinctly- in sleep stages 3 and 4 and

therefore constitute an important feature of almost all

Marking

the microstructure (spindles, K-complexes, delta waves
etc.) of sleep, the help of computer programs is therefore
highly welcome. There is rising interest in the
microstructue of sleep. However, this field requires
appropriate tools to handle the huge amount of data in an
economic way. This paper deals with one of those specific

of

by an appropriate computer

spindles

of

starts

spindles

for

automatic sleep staging

progrirms.
2. Spindle analysis
For a detailed analysis of spindles, quantification of the
following parameters is required:
o number and frequency

o
o
o
o

EEG patterns: sleep spindles.

DEFINITION

duration
amplitude and/or spectral power
topographic distribution

temporal distribution, time interval

between

consecutive spindles

Sleep spindles are

a transient cortico-thalamic

oscillation recorded as bursting electroencephalographic
(EEG) transients. Their frequency is usually 12-14 Hz [8],
but may extend up to 15 Hz [6] and down to 11-11.5 llz
[2]. Spindles have a minimal duration of 0.5 s and an
amplitude higher than 25pV. Topographic EEG recordings
and frequency analyses suggest the existence of two major
spindle types; one centered around 12 Hz and one at 14 llz
t2l. Topographic evidence from all-night spectral data
finds 12 Hz activity to be frontally prominent while the 14
Hz activity demonstrates spectral power maximum over tlte
cenral-parietal scalp [4].

A human scorer can provide this parameters only with
a tremendous effort. A more accurate analysis of spindles
may be of interest for following reasons:
o assessment of benzodiazepines

o
r
o
o
o

depression

torsion dystonia
sleep disorders

study of aging
study of drug effects
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Figure 2: sleep spindle in frequency domain

Figure 1: sleep spindle in time domain (1 s).

METHODS

MOTIVATION

The detection of sleep spindles
following purposes:

is required for

In the past different methods have been used, to detect
spindles: spectralanalytic methods, matched filter, phase

the

1. Sleep staging

Since stage 2 is defined by the presence of spindles
or/and K-complexes spindle detection is an essential

locked loop technologies, complex

demodulation,

autoregressiv models, adaptive segmentation, Walsh
functions, zero-crossing analysis, nonlinear discriminant
analysis, decision trees, Bayes theorem, neural networks.
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Sleep spindles have some special characteristics, which
have to be considered by an automatic detector:

o

spindle can be found from the frontal to the parietal
region

r decrease of the number of spindles with increasing age
o spindle amplitude decreases with increasing age
o similarities between o,-rhythm and spindles
o sleep spindles have highly stable individual
o
o
o

o
o

information;

objective wavefonn criteria, etc.
This guarantees, that a maximum of information,
which is inherently available by a human expert, is used to
improve results. According to the above questions, several

network types with different input combinations were
tested and crossvalidated with usual methods described in
the literature.

increasing age

1 concerted action ANNDEE (BMH1-CT94-1129) sponsored by the European Commission, DG XII, and the
Austrian Federal Ministrv of Science, Research and the

äveräBe length, average frequency and average number
varies in respect of the age
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According to the specific aim a spindle detector has to
take into account special characteristics:
o Rechtschaffen & Kales [8] recommend only C3 and C4,
but spindles can be found in frontal and parietal regions
too. This requires multichannel analysis.

o

o

signal infonnation of other channels, i.e. multi-channel

characteristics, but vary greatly between subjects
female subjects have almost twice as many spindles as
the male subjects
variance of the spindle frequency increases with

DISCUSSION

o

r

Changes in the morphology of spindles with increasing
age requires adaptive mechanisms.
For differentiation between cr-rhythm and spindles
additional information is needed (eye movements,
muscles).
In analyzing the number of spindles sex differences
must be considered.
The results of a detector cannot be simply "yes" or "no"
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